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I always cheer up immensely if an attack is particularly wounding because I think, well, if
they attack one personally, it means they have not a single political argument left.
Margaret Thatcher
Insults are the arguments employed by those who are in the wrong.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau

Dear Fellow Scientists,

This morning I received an email from Jocelyne Lopez referring to her blog.
Subject: Insults from an employee of the Max Planck Institute against the critical author Stephen
Crothers.
Jocelyne refers to the unbearable insults against Stephen Crothers from an employee of the Max Planck
Institute, Germany. Stephen however was only bringing up scientific arguments against the General
Relativity Theory of Einstein.
I know Stephen Crothers as a dedicated scientist who found strong arguments against GRT in the frame
of the mainstream cosmology, and I suspect that he even was the trigger for Stephen Hawking’s recent
change of attitude regarding black holes.
A few months before Hawking’s turn, I encouraged Stephen Crothers to write to Stephen Hawking about
his scientific arguments, which demonstrate the incompatibility of GRT with the idea of black holes.
However, the insults are an intellectual victory for all those scientists who work so hard to find the truth,
spites the overwhelming pressure from the establishment, who dispose of gigantic financial and
material funds that are the propriety of the community; establishment who also systematically exclude
researchers who are not part of their own club, even if they advance ideas that are superior.
May I invite everyone who cares about real progress in science, especially regarding Gravity, Astronomy
and Cosmology, to manifest his/her solidarity with Stephen Crothers. Thank you.

Thierry De Mees
Editor, General Science Journal

The link to the blog is shown below.
http://www.kritik-relativitaetstheorie.de/2014/04/beschwerde-von-stephen-j-crothers-an-denpraesidenten-der-max-planck-gesellschaft-prof-dr-peter-guss-wegen-ungeheuerlichen-poebeleiendurch-den-mitarbeiter-alexander-khalaidovski/
In English (automated translation) :
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=&sl=de&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kritikrelativitaetstheorie.de%2F2014%2F04%2Fbeschwerde-von-stephen-j-crothers-an-den-praesidentender-max-planck-gesellschaft-prof-dr-peter-guss-wegen-ungeheuerlichen-poebeleien-durch-denmitarbeiter-alexander-khalaidovski%2F&sandbox=1

